Dr. R.W. FISHEL  
Michigan State University  
East Lansing,  
MICHIGAN (U.S.A)

Dear Sir,

By instruction from H.E. BUI-VAN-THINH, Ambassador of Vietnam in Tokyo, I have the pleasure to send to you some references relative to the problem of Japanese War Reparations for Vietnam.

Those references include articles from press (Japan Times as basic information); official documents of the agreements which were made public by insertion in the international law magazine titled "The Japanese annual of International law no. 4 1960"; and other documents such as: Significance of Japanese Reparations for Vietnam by Masayoshi Nagata; Vietnam Benran in Japanese and Reparations and Southeast Asia (Article in Japan Quaterly).

We are not able to send to you, at first hand, copies of articles from Japan Times and the "The Japanese annual of International law magazine, as our Embassy has only one copy of each for working documents. But in case you are interested in getting such materials for library, we are willing to help you for the purchase or otherwise you might write directly to the publishers whose names and addresses are given in notice in my reference table.

Looking forward to help you further, I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you the assurances of my best consideration./-

[Signature]


VUONG-HOÁ-DỨC.